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ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

A. Bazarov, S. Syrtypova, Of. Rinchinov, Kh. Garmaeva 

THE THOR BU GROUP OF TIBETAN BOOKS AT THE INSTITUTE 
OF MONGOLIAN, BUDDHIST AND TIBETAN STUDIES: 

CREATING A DATABASE* 

Electronic information systems create new technical oppor
tunities both for inventory-making and the preservation and 
scholarly investigation of various objects of culture. written 
sources in particular. However. the creation of an electronic 
database for Tibetan manuscripts and block-prints faces 
many difficulties. The modem computer equipment neces
sary to create a high quality electronic catalogue is often 
lacking. Also, any researcher who wishes to create a man u
script database. must first of all possess an excellent knowl
edge of the Tibetan language for the correct comprehension 
of Tibetan texts, which are frequently illegible either be
cause of decayed. poor quality paper or poor print quality. 
Moreover. the large number of Tibetan manuscripts and 
block-prints (about 15. 000) in the repository of the Institute 
of Mongolian. Buddhist and Tibetan Studies of the Siberian 
Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Ulan-Ude) 
renders the task very time-consuming [I). 

The electronic cataloguing of the so-called thor 
hu group of books (sec below) in the Department of 
Written Texts of the Institute began in 1998 as a continua
tion of the general cataloguing of Tibetan sources stored 
here since the I 920s-30s. The non-electronic catalogue 
relied on 3--4 parameters of description. A card should 
contain: (i) composition title: (ii) book size; (iii) type of 
edition (manuscript or block-print); (iv) name of author 
(when possible). 

The new electronic catalogue presumes 24 text charac
teristics [2). An electronic card-description that provides 
a." of this information would be the fullest possible descri p
t1on of a book. We note that the established tradition of 
storing Tibetan texts in the Department of Written Texts 
classifies texts according to formal polygraphic data. Texts 
arc classified as (a) serial. (b) pertaining to a set class, or 
(c) individual editions. This classification matches the liter
ary divisions within Tibetan Buddhism. First, there arc: 

I. works of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon, which in
cludes (i) the Kanfur (Tib. hKa · "grnr). and (ii) the Tanjur 
(Tib. hsTan "grnr); 

2. sumhums (Tib. gSung 'hum) - complete sets of 
works by Tibetan or Mongolian authors; 

3. thor hu books (Tib. thor hu) - individual editions. 

The contents of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon (Kanjur 
and Tanfur) and the canonical collections of works by noted 
Buddhist authors are quite well known thanks to existing 
catalogues of the Buddhist Canon and traditional bibli o
graphic reference-books (Tib. dkar chag) on sumbums [3]. 

Special historical circumstances and political events in 
Russia in the twentieth century made the Tibetan collection 
at the Institute of Mongolian, Buddhist and Tibetan Studies 
one of the largest in the world. Now that catalogues of the 
Buddhist Canon [ 4) and bibliographic reference-books on 
sumhums have been published. more attention can be di
rccted toward the thor bu group of books, which constitute 
a large portion of the lnstitute's Tibetan collection and can 
be regarded as a characteristic feature of this Tibetan co 1-
lcction. Individual (thor hu) books may include some works 
of interest to all specialists on Tibetan literature. 

The thor hu group of the collection includes individual 
siitras or tantras of the Kan fur as well as authored books 
printed separately or extracted from the Tanjur and 
sumbums. Moreover. among them one finds works not 
included, for various reasons, in the officially printed 
sumhums, works by anonymous authors (usually compila
t10ns), texts on religious ritual, texts by authors who 
did not compose sumhums of their own, and, finally, 
apocryphal wntmgs (terma. Tib. gTer ma "store-place", 
"treasure-house'', "hidden and secret books"). The latter 
arc traditionally ascribed to some outstanding author of 
the past, most often Guru Padmasambhava (Tib. Pad ma 
'byung gnas). 

In the present issue, we give two samples of electronic 
description of the thor bu books from the Institute's collec
tion (see figs. I and 2). 

Apart from the books described above, certain other 
texts and comments on secret tantra practices can be 

* The present paper was made with the financial support of the Russian Humanitarian Scientific Fund. 
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included in the thor bu group, represented by extremely rare 
manuscripts or editions not available for general readers. 

The bulk of thor bu books in the Institute's Tibe
tan collection (about 7, 000) are small-size editions 
(22.0 x 7.0 cm). These books were printed in large quanti
ties by Buryat monastery printing-houses for everyday needs. 
The small-format books were convenient to use, and the 
Buryat call them uhur nom which denotes a book kept close 
to the bosom under an article of clothing called a degel. 
There are also books of average size (37.0X8.0 cm) and even 
of large format (60.0X 11.0 cm). As a rule, they are extracts 
from the Buddhist Canon or sumbums. The Russian govern
ment maintained strict control over and censored all editions 
which appeared in Buryat monasteries. To cite only one ex
ample, according to "Resolution No. 280 of the General 
Meeting of the Transbaikal Regional Administration of July 
21/22, 1884", adopted in response to a petition submitted by 
delegates of the Buryats of the Hori Buryat district to the 
Governor of the Transbaikal region, five Hori Buryat datsans 
were permitted "to print prayer-books by means of wooden 
boards and under all necessary censorship" [5]. 

While the texts of the Canon (Kan.fur and Tanjur) 
and the collections of works by famous Buddhist authors 
(sumbums) were bought in large Tibetan monasteries and 
printing-houses, popular texts for everyday use (ritual, 
educational, etc.) were printed in Buryatia. In 1884, the list 
of publications contained 158 titles (7. 786 folios). In 1911, 
a report by the office of Khambo-lama (the religious leader 
of Transbaikalia's Buddhists) contained I, 696 titles printed 
at 32 printing-houses [6]. As for large-format thor hu texts, 
which are usually extracts from sumhums, they were 
printed in the most famous monasteries of Tibet - Sera 
(Tib. Se ra), Dreypung (Tib. 'Bras spung), Labran (Tib. Bia 
brang), and others. 

Many texts on ritual were printed in Buryat monaster
ies (datsans) (i) for temple services (prayer-books, rah.mis 
for worshipping higher deities and khangals for evil dei
ties); (ii) for worshipping at home (san-choga, serzhem, 
zhahtuy, etc.); (iii) for individual religious practices (mani, 
megzem, zhahdo, duhtahs, magtals). The monastery print
ing-houses (the largest were in the Tsugol and Gusinooz
ersk datsans) printed philosophical literature for educa
tional purposes - on miidhyamika (Tib. dbu ma), 
abhidharma (Tib. mngon pa), praj1iiipiiramitii (Tib. phar 
phyin), etc. Literature on medicine - /hanthahs (additional 
reference-books), jars (books of prescriptions), and so 
on - was usually printed at the monastery of Aga, where the 
faculty of medicine (Tib. sman gn-va tshang) was located. 

It should be noted that since the Tibetan language 
fonned the basis of the educational system in Buryat 
Buddhist monasteries, primers and textbooks on Tibetan 
grammar were also printed in abundance [7]. 

Sadhana literature forms one of the largest groups of thor 
hu books. It serves as guide to meditation practices related 
to various tantric deities, vidams of those who follow the 
Gelukpa [8]: Vajrabhairava: Guhyasamaja, Cakrasambara, etc. 

There are many reprints of the most popular siitras 
among the thor hu books: Vajracchedikii, Suvar!Japra-bhiisa, 
Pmicariik!fii, etc. The Tibetan collection of the Institute 
contains a large number of various editions of these siitras. 
For example, Vajracchedikii (Tib. rdo rje bead pa) was 
printed in several monasteries: in the Zagustaevsk datsan 
(a book of 55 folios), Yangazhinsk datsan (75 folios), 
Uchetuevsk datsan (76 folios), Jidinsk datsan (two books 
of 65 and of 69 folios respectively), Burgultaevsk datsan 
(a book of 71 folios), Olykhonovsk datsan (64 folios), 
Bultumurovsk datsan (72 folios), etc. Apart from these edi
tions, there are numerous manuscript copies of this siitra, 
which entered the collection either from the libraries of 
large monasteries or from the small private libraries of 
Buryat monks and ordinary believers. The texts of some of 
these manuscripts are written on black polished paper in 
calligraphic handwriting, seven sorts of ink being used. 
They are also decorated with miniatures depicting deities 
and have bindings trimmed with silk. 

When cataloguing Tibetan texts, modem scholars use 
various Tibetan terms to indicate scattered texts similar to 
those we term thor hu. For example, to catalogue such kind 
of books in the Tibetan collection of the Peking library, 
Chinese scholars use the term kha thor sna tshogs [9], 
while at Otani University (Japan) the term sna tshogs 
phyogs bsdus is used [IO]. In our view, the term thor bu is 
preferable since it corresponds to the living Tibetan tradi
tion [ 11] and reflects the current project to create an elec
tronic catalogue of the Institute's collection. 

The following results had been achieved by the end of 
1999: 

I. description standards were adopted for cataloguing 
Tibetan texts; 

2. about 3,000 Tibetan texts of the thor hu group were 
processed and entered into the database; 

3. a database of more than 200 Tibetan book seals was 
converted into electronic format; 

4. an information system was developed which func
tions under DBMS MS Access and provides the user with a 
set of forms for data input into the database; 

5. a set of SQL queries was created for performing ba
sic functions of data searching and retrieval. It will serve as 
the basis for an information system available both through 
the Department's local network and the Internet. 

The importance of the current project derives from the 
scholarly value of the materials in the Institute's Tibetan 

collection. Thor hu texts are a rich source of reliable 
information about the development of Buddhism in 
Buryatia. Hence these texts are of interest to any modem 
specialist in the field. The database will make information 
for advanced study of Buryat Buddhism much more acces
sible, aiding, among other things, the establishment of 
closer contacts with scholarly centres in Central and East 
Asia. 

Notes 

1. On the collection of Tibetan books in the repository of the Institute of Mongolian. Buddhist and Tibetan Studies seeR. E. Pubacv 
"Study of the Tibetan collection in Buryatia ". in Tihetan Studies: Proceedings <~l the 5th Seminar <f the !11tcr11atio11al Association j(n: 
Tiheta11 Studies, Narita /989 (Narita. 1992). ii. pp. 687--90. 

2. This method was developed within the framework of the Asian Classics Input Project (ACIP) to produce a universal approach to 
desrnbm~ Tibetan boob. For details._ sec V. L. Uspcnsky. 'Two years of cataloguing of the Tibetan collection in the St. R?tersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oncntal Studies: some problems and perspa:tivcs", Ma1111scripta Oric11talia. II I 1 ( 1996). pp. 51- -3. 
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3. Sec, for example. Bod kri hsran bcos khag gi mtshan hyang dri med she/ dkar phreng ba (Rosary of Pure White Crystal, Being 
a Catalogue of Tibetan Collected Works) (Xining, 1980). 

4. For example, A Catalogue o/the Tohoku Unil'ersity. Collection a/Tibetan works on Buddhism (Sendai, 1953). 
5. State archive of the Chi ta area, stock I, note I, folder 2028. 
6. '"Catalogue of printing blocks of Buddhist monasteries in Transbaikalia", in Four Mongolian Historical Records of'Prof.' Dr. Rinchen 

(New Delhi, 1959), pp. 71-121. - SPS, vol. 11. 
7. For example, ri ge thoh nrer mkho (the edition of the monastery of Tsugol, 3 folios); also hod vig gsal hyed gsum bcu dbyangs 

rig ld1i dang hcas pa (the edition of the monastery ofTsugol, 2 folios). 
8. The main branch of local Buddhism. 
9. See China Tihetologv, I ( 1988), pp. 67-9. 

10. See Index to the Catalogue o/Tihetan Works Kept in Otani University Library (Kyoto, 1985), p. 214. 
11. Since the term thor Im is used to indicate individual works in the collected works ofGanzhurva. Catalogue o/Tihetan Works Kept 

in Otani Unii·ersitr Lihrarr (Kyoto, 1973 ), p. 345. 




